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ILLUSTRATIONS FROM SPORTPLANE CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES, BY TONY BINGELIS



Clear Objective



THERE YOU ARE. FLYING WITH Forming your own windyour favorite passenger, surshields and canopies is posveying the Technicolor sunsible in a home shop, but set. The sky flames red, the Five steps to installing your aircraft windows the process is more ground below fades to purinvolved than “Building ple, and the engine hums Basics.” (To learn what’s GREG LASLO like a cherubic chorus. involved, see “Blowing Imagine the satisfaction in Your Own: Making an knowing that crystal-clear view was bly replace it later. Acrylic becomes Aircraft Canopy,” EAA Sport Aviation, brought to you by, well, you. brittle with cold temperatures. If January 2002.) Here we’re talking Of course, we’re talking about the you can, avoid working on it in tem- about the basics of working with crystal-clear part here. Specifically, peratures below 60°F. A 75°F to 80°F acrylics. the windshield. Unless you’re build- work space is ideal. 2. Cutting—By now, you’ve ing a replica Link Trainer, you’re Your acrylic window will come learned there’s a right tool for every going to work with acrylic aircraft with a peel-off paper cover, because job. That’s true for acrylic, too. windows before your project is acrylic scratches easily, and this Because it’s brittle, some tools cut done. Not that working with acrylic cover protects it. For all the obvious acrylic better than others. Factory is difficult. It’s just different. The reasons, don’t remove the cover windows are typically “rough finpace changes, the tools change, and until you’re ready to install the win- ished,” so even on a kit you’ll probthe pitfalls change. Gone away are dow—after that, even, if you can get ably have to do some trimming, the “will the wings match?” con- away with it. That said, don’t store says George Mesiarik of LP Aero cerns; instead, you’re faced with the the covered acrylic in direct sun- Plastics, which makes windows for a “geez, don’t scratch it,” worries. light, or that protective film may variety of kits and production airBy knowing the basic procedures, become permanently bonded to craft. At the very least, you’ll have to challenges, and materials necessary your window on the world. Ouch. sand the edges. for doing a first-class Because it’s brittle, some job, you can save tools cut acrylic better yourself a lot of than others. builder angst. And if you’re ready to install windows, you’re well on your way to having a complete airframe, and those vividly colored images in your mind will be one giant step closer to coming true. 1. Preparing— Acrylic work is deliberate. You can’t paint it, sand it out, or repair it. If you make a mistake, you either live with it or start over. In most cases, “living with it” means you’ll proba-



Building Basics that’s a good way to make your window craze. You need to exert a lot of pressure on the drill. On vertical holes, the drill’s weight is all you need, and a squirt of a soap-and-water solution will help the process. Backing up your hole with a block of wood will keep it from chipping when the drill pops through the other side. Don’t back the drill out once the hole is finished. Be patient, and let the drill do its job. “Don’t be in a hurry to make a piece of scrap,” Mesiarik says. Oversize your holes slightly—at least 1-1/3 larger than your hardware. Acrylic shrinks and expands at different rates than other materials. If it has to expand against a screw or rivet, that causes stress— and stress causes cracks. If you’re making a really big hole—say 1/4 inch or bigger—start small and redrill the hole with incrementally larger bits (in 1/16- or 1/8-inch steps) until you reach the appropriate size. When the hole is the proper diameter, smooth the sides of the hole with a counter-sink bit to avoid cracking and chipping. 4. Fastening—Once you’ve got
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the window prepped, fitted, and drilled, you’re ready to install. Trim away enough of the protective film to create a working edge. Your mechanism for fastening the canopy, window, or windscreen to the airframe depends on the aircraft construction type. On monocoque aluminum airframes the windows usually fit into channels along the window opening or attach to a fairing. Rubber inserts are fed into the channels for insulation or the edges of the window are wrapped with weather stripping foam before



installation. On composite airframes the windows are bonded to the airframe with adhesives. Bubble canopies are typically screwed to a steel-tube frame. The tiny windscreens on open cockpit biplanes are often affixed to a simple aluminum frame or fairing. Depending on the composite aircraft, the windscreen will attach to either the inside or the outside of the airframe. Rough up the attachment point on the window with fine-grit wet-dry sandpaper, and use a polysulfite adhesive to make the bond. If you’re mounting to a welded steel frame, clamp the acrylic to the tubing and drill a pilot hole through the two layers at a 90degree angle. Oversize the mounting hole in the acrylic with the zerorake acrylic drill bit and the frame hole with a properly sized metal bit.



When attaching windows with screws, use a tinnerman washer between the window and the screw. They have a throat that projects into the hole and allows you to counter-sink machine screws without putting too much pressure on the acrylic itself. Over-tightened mounting screws stress the material. So do rivets. Silicon, such as Dow Corning RTV sealant, will weatherproof the window seams. Mesiarik suggests a simple technique to ensure a good seal and a crisp finish. First, mask around the window with two layers of tape, one on top of the other, leaving a small gap between the tape and the edge of the fairing. Apply the sealant before installing the window, then press the acrylic into place. Wipe the silicon that squeezes out of the joint, and massage into a fillet with your finger, an ice cube, or pencil eraser. When you’re happy, pull off the top layer of tape. Allow the sealer to cure before removing the bottom layer. 5. Finishing—Clean your newly installed window with 100 percent mineral spirits or isopropyl alcohol. If you’re painting part of your window, use acrylic lacquer; again, rough up the surface to be painted to ensure good adhesion. Use epoxy resin when laying up skirts or fairings; polyester resins will cause the acrylic to craze. Rough up the acrylic’s edge with 220-grit abrasive paper to help the resin stick. Once you’re flying, a little maintenance will keep your windows in top shape. “A well-cared for window can last 15 or 20 years,” Mesiarik says. Don’t use window cleaners that contain ammonia—they will damage acrylic. Instead, spray your windows with water to loosen the bugs and other dirt, and a little dishwashing detergent rubbed by hand will help the stubborn spots. Then apply a commercially available acrylic cleaner with a soft cloth, such as an old T-shirt. Fix minor scratches with commercial filler products, which are avail-



able in both non-abrasive (for minor scratches and regular use) and mildly abrasive (for deeper scratches and infrequent use). If your window develops a crack, drill a 1/8-inch stop hole at the crack’s very end. Eventually, you’ll have to replace the cracked window because any window—especially the windshield— can fail anytime once it’s cracked.



Installing and maintaining your acrylic windows isn’t complicated. It just requires a little understanding of the idiosyncrasies of the material, the right tool, and some patience. You’ll find that there are more difficult jobs in your aircraft construction project, but few will let you see so clearly your homebuilt dream come true.



Bjoern Eriksen Bodoe, Norway



www.seqair.com For complete information, send $15.00 ($20.00 overseas—checks on U.S. Banks) to: Sequoia Aircraft, Dept. S, 2000 Tomlynn St., Richmond, VA 23230. Visa/M.C., call (804) 353-1713. Fax 359-2618.



Attention Pilots...



...Get DUATS* Free! Receive FREE color weather graphics for offline viewing when connecting through Cirrus For DynCorp DUATS Windows software. Features include: • Cirrus Software • NEXRAD • Web DUATS • Internet Access via Cirrus • Satellite Infrared and Visual • Preferred Routes • ICAO Plans Cirrus gives pilots easy access to free up-to-date color weather graphics and graphics-based flight planning. To receive your free copy of Cirrus electronically or on CD-Rom, send an e-mail to [email protected]. To download Cirrus DUATS from the World Wide Web, visit us at http://www.duats.com or http://www.duats.com/altcirrus.shtml. DynCorp Systems & Solutions 15000 Conference Center Drive Chantilly, VA 20151-3803 (703) 818-4000 www.dyncorp.com



For DUATS help, contact the Technical Support and Order Line at 1-800-345-3828, or by e-mail at [email protected]. For DUATS access, call 1-800-767-9989, Internet Telenet at direct.duats.com.



*DynCorp DUATS was previously known as GTE DUATS



For more information, visit SPORT AVIATION on the Web at www.eaa.org
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Building Basics: Electrical System Basics 

an electrical system is relatively complex, this how-to guide tackles the electrical foundation of ... tube and stall detection vane, and then ... feature dual alternators, dual voltage regulators ... George Wilhelmsen holds a commercial certificate 
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Building Basics: Roundabouts 

it's important to use the right wash- er for each job. A typical ... A field guide to aircraft washers. Greg Laslo ... even Friday-night dirt-track car-rac- ing guys use AN ...
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Building Basics: Spark Plugs 

to more than $50, and eight to 12 plugs per engine, spark plugs become ... the surface areas in the combustion chamber exceed a critical limit or if the spark plug ...
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Building Basics: Riveting Techniques 

As with all other facets of riveting, practice using this tool on scrap that is identical to the material you ulti- mately want to work on. It takes practiceâ€”and patience.
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Building Basics: Gauging Aluminum 
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Building Basics: Making Holes 

holes in wood or building materials. ... ing holes or drill larger holes in two .... Black. 3/16. Brass from drilling into an underlying structure that doesn't need a hole.
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HTP lets you get precise, professional results on any critical aircraft weld. America Inc. EAA03. HTP is your source for Migs, TIGs, Auto-Darkening. Helmets and ...
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Building Basics: Stress Risers 

STRUCTURAL FAILURES OF AIR- craft components are always severe and often costly both in material and life. The most common component failure is a.
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Building Basics: Wire Size 

Home Depot recently for about $35 in the aisle that has the material for installing computer and cable TV coaxial cable. With this crimping tool you can also buy a ...
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Building Basics: Tube Talk 

"Big deal," you might say. "What makes it so versatile, and why are steel tube fuselages made of the stuff?" We don't need to know about how steel is pro-.
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building basics Fasten-ating 

Tension pulls on the bolt; shear forces try ... yet in a double-shear situation, where it is supported in ... the tensile strength (measured in pounds per square inch,.
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Building basics: Pushrod Secrets 

Mark the rivet hole locations on a piece of masking tape and trim it to a butt fit. Then wrap it around the end of the tube, which has been cut with a tubing cutter to ...
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Building basics: Pushrod Secrets 

then mount the plugs in each end with six high-strength blind rivets spaced evenly around the circumfer- ence of the tube. Here's potential trouble. It's tough.
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Building Basics: Cable Corral 

BUILDERS USE MANY FASTENers to connect the parts and pieces of their airplanes, and one of the handiest is the ubiquitous nylon tie wrap (or cable tie/strap) ...
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Building Basics: Safety Dance 

that it can't fall off the plane in flight. Several different methods are used to secure aircraft hardware: safety wire, cotter pins, self-locking nuts, and lock washers.
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Building Basics: Aircraft Fabric 

TAPE IS CUT. â€” -/ON 45"ANGLE ... FINISHING TAPE CUT. EL 10 SELVASE EPGE .... Finishing Tapeâ€”A strip of fabric cut normally with a pinked (serrated) ...
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RESISTANT SANDWICH. A VERY THIN COATING OF CORROSION. RESISTANT .... money can buy. It doesn't cost any more than old-fashioned methods and it ...
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Building Basics: Fundamental Security 

in a pattern, such as a square or triangle, and when you must safety parts in an electrical sys- tem where accessibility or frequent removal makes the double-twist.
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Building Basics: Riveting Equipment 

Rosie the Riveter used during. World War II. Designers have made some progress in rivet gun ergonomics and reduced the vibration in bucking bars to enhance ...
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Building basics: Bare Minimums 

receiver is out of service, you can fly NDB or ... a malfunctioning electric trim-tab ... plane metal floats, the Northrop Glider, Lincoln Biplane and Alco Sport plane.
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